2005 and 2011: Two yews grow here, probably of the same age, one to the north and one to the south of the church. The female to the south girdled 17' 1" at the ground in 2005 and 17' 5" between the ground and 6" in 2011. This large girth is retained for about 10' before many branches develop. One hole at the ground reveals it to be hollow. Many of its lower branches have been systematically removed and the bole is consequently very knobbly. All photographs were taken in 2011.
The male grows on the north side on rising ground. At 4/6' is bulging caused by branch removal. It has a tall, straight leading branch, and a fine healthy crown. Girth at 3’ above path was 16’ 4” in 2005 and 16’ 6” in 2011. Holes on the north surface reveal decaying material on the inside, though less advanced than the female tree.